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SIGN UP FOR PERSADO TO UNLOCK THE BENEFITS 
OF AI AS EARLY AS TOMORROW. HERE’S WHAT 
YOU CAN ACCOMPLISH WITH PERSADO’S AI:

 250k+ Appetite for testing and data Retail & eCommerce, Travel, Media 
& Entertainment, Financial Services, 

Telecommunications

2+ campaigns/week

LIST SIZE MINDSET INDUSTRY FREQUENCY

The difference between the best and worst message can be 
huge. While the right message engages more customers and 
generates more email revenue, the wrong message falls flat 
or even turns customers away. Yet, most marketers leave 
content up to guesswork. Why not use AI to help craft better 
email copy?

WHY PERSADO

Generate content in your brand voice optimized for 
your audiences.

Discover the most powerful words and phrases for 
your customers.

Increase opens, clicks, conversions, and email 
revenue at every touchpoint.
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Persado’s unique integration with SFMC means you can 
benefit from Persado’s language generation technology, 
emotional insights and AI as soon as tomorrow.

Want to learn more? Visit us at www.persado.com or get in touch with us at info@persado.com

MORE OPENS

37%
GET

MORE CLICKS

14%

MORE CONVERSIONS

43%

ARE YOU A FIT FOR AI-DRIVEN CONTENT?

BOOST ENGAGEMENT 
AT EVERY TOUCHPOINT.

+



hello@persado.com

REQUEST A DEMO

https://www.persado.com/insights 

GAIN INSIGHTS

linkedin.com/company/persado

FOLLOW US

ABOUT PERSADO

Persado revolutionizes the way marketing content is created by applying data 
and machine learning, not guesswork, to produce jaw-dropping results.

Persado delivers content to the world’s leading brands, helping marketers 
drive meaningful results and build stronger customer relationships.

       Personalization is a key goal for us at Caesars and we partnered with Persado and Salesforce to deliver 

email personalization that is focused on driving business results. Not only that, but we are gaining a deeper 

understanding of our customers and are also gaining insights into the factors that are driving customers to engage.

Tonya Carpenter | Director of Email Marketing, Caesars Entertainment

HOW WE 
WORK 

TOGETHER
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Watch your opens, clicks and 
conversions go through the roof!

Request an email 
experiment.

Review your email 
variants, select 
alternatives and approve 
final versions.

Export your 
subject lines 
directly to SFMC.

Use Persado's Connect App in 
SFMC to configure and 
schedule your experiment.

Run your test and 
deploy your winning 
message to the 
remainder of your 
audience.

TOGETHER WE OPTIMIZE EMAIL MARKETING FOR THESE AMAZING CLIENTS


